
ON THE AUTOMORPHIC  FUNCTIONS  OF THE  GROUP

(0, 3;  2, 6, 6)*

BY

J.  I.  HUTCHINSON

In the recently published work of Fricke and Klein on automorphic func-

tions,! attention is called to the desirability of studying groups, which, like the

modular group, arise from the monodromy of the branch points of a given Bie-

mann surface. On this suggestion I have examined a number of such cases, and

present in the following pages some details relative to one of the simplest of

these.

In § 1 the group arising from the monodromy of the branch-points of the

given surface is determined and is found to be the group (0,3; 2,6,6).$

In § 2 the " multiplicative " functions are considered, these being slightly more

general than the Poincaré theta functions and including the latter as a sub-

class. Some general properties of such functions are discussed, and the simplest

functions for the present group are determined. In § 3 definite analytic expres-

sions are obtained for the multiplicative functions in terms of hyperelliptic

theta functions with zero arguments. In § 4 certain groups which are related

to the group (0,3; 2,6,6) are considered, and functions which are auto-

morphic in these groups are expressed in terms of the functions already obtained.

§ 1.  The Biemann surface and the group associated with it.

The Biemann surface considered, of genus p = 3, is defined by the equation

(1) y6 = i> - af(x - b)2(x -cf(x - df.

The period paths are chosen as indicated in figures 1, 2, 3.

The three integrals

/dx                    C(x — a)(x — b)(x — c)2(x — dfdx

7'     M2 = J-?-••

* Presented to the Society August 31,1903, and December 28,1903. Received for publication

July 2, 1904.

t Automorphe Functionen, Bd. 2, p. 136.

{See Automorphe Functionen, Bd. 1, p. 353, for this notation.
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-/

(x — c)(x — d)dx~1^        "'

are of the first kind and linearly independent.    Let A., Bi be the value of u{

ka2

V   id)

FIG. 1 FIG. 2

when integrated around ax and bx respectively, and write e for e"il3.    Then the

table of moduli of periodicity for these integrals is as follows :

-B2

-B,

Bx

B2

-B.

Ax-êBx

A2 + eP2

-A3- eB3

A„

-A, eAx-Bx

-éA2-B2

e2A3-B3

SHEET    1

PIG. 3

Writing a>i for the ratio A. : B., the bilinear relations among the periods

reduce to
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- «Ö, +1

Instead of the system of moduli given in the preceding table, we introduce a

simpler one by means of the canonical transformation

(2)

0

1

1

0

1

0

Then, introducing the normal integrals vx, v2, v3 in the usual way, the corre-

sponding table of moduli for these will be :

(3)

in which

e2?2 +

i-r2 '

■rri 0 0

0 n 0

0      0     iri

b =

Tria        — 2rrib       rrib

— 27ria      27ria      — iria

•irib — nria TTIC

1 + i+JLV?2
V2

(4) K =

1-Ç2

V2

e — If2

1-Ç2'

We now proceed to determine the effect on the moduli of a monodromy of

the branch points. First, let a and 6 be interchanged by a deformation of the

Riemann surface which shall rotate positively the branch line joining these two

points. The period paths ak, bk will be deformed into new paths a'k, b'k.

Denote the value of ui integrated along the old paths by A^, Pf, respectively,

and along the new paths by A\ , B'. . To express the new moduli in terms

of the old, consider, for example, A'{ '. Let T' denote the Riemann surface

when cut along the paths ak, bk. Choose a closed path of integration for u. in

T' by starting from any point in a'k and passing along this curve until it meets

the boundary of T', then along the boundary to the point of a'k on the opposite

boundary, then along a'k until it meets another boundary, and so on until the

starting point is reached. The result of this integration is zero, whence, by

transposing terms we obtain an expression for A'^K    The result is

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 30
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A,m = - BP — B(P,        B'm = A<-P + BP + BP.

From this follows

(5) w,'

[October

AW
i -"-X 2

ai = W) = - e "i
**1

Next, let a describe a closed path in the positive direction about c.    This

gives the transformation

A,m = Af,       B'm = A? - A™ + BP + B?>,

whence

(6) w, + e

Corresponding to (5) and (6) we have for £ the two transformations

(7) C = e?,

(e + l)?-eV2
(8) r =

tV2-(e2 + l)

By operating first with (7), then with (8) we get

(9)
r__(e + 62)r-eV2

(10)

e?V2_(e-fe2)

Putting f- 17/1/2 and f = i?'/i/2, (7) and (9) become

(« + «•)*-2*r)   = er¡; V  =
ei? - (e + e2 )

The transformations of the 17-group are evidently of the form

A + iB      2(C+iB)

(C-iB)     A-iB

when reduced to determinate unity.    The coefficients are of two types.

Type 1 :

A =
2'

B =
Ql/3~2~' B =

in which a, 6, c, d are integers.

7fy/>e 2 :

A =
a 1/3

*-,».
ci/3

0 = -^-, *-f
in which a, b, c, d are integers.
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The coefficients in (10) are evidently of these types. That any combina-

tion of these substitutions will have coefficients of the same types follows from

the fact that the coefficients of the generating substitutions (and hence of any

substitution produced by them) are of the form a -\- be, a and b being integers,

and that every such substitution may be reduced to one of determinant unity by

multiplying all the coefficients by some power of ie, giving a substitution of

the first or second type according as the power of ie is even or odd.

Where v is replaced by £ y 2 it is seen that the ¿¡"-transformations are of the

two types

a + ib V3     c + id \/3~2~ ~~7JT

- ib V3c — id\/3

: i/3 + ib      V3c -f id

c x/3 — id

V2

a V3 — ib

V2

Introduce a new variable z by means of the equation

(11) Ç=iê
z — 1

z + i'

After dividing all   the coefficients by   —2i and  substituting a = a,  0 = 7,

c + d = — 2/3, 3c — d = 28, the transformation of the first type becomes

(I)

in which

(12)

a + /3i/6 71/3 +S1/2

_7l/3+oV2 -/3i/6

a2 + 3y2-2(3ß2 + 82) = 4.

Making the same substitution in type 2, dividing all the coefficients by — 2i,

and substituting a=a,b=y,d+3c=—2ß,d — c = 28y/e obtain

(H)

in which

(13)

a\/3 + ßv'2 7 + 81/6

7+S1/6 aV3-ßV2

3a2 + 72 -2(ß2 + 382) = 4.

Making the substitution (11) in (7) and (9) we have for the corresponding

^-transformations
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l/8       1

.... ,        2  Z+2 ,        V2-VZ
(14) Z = -y=- , Z = -—--=- .
V    ' z   , l/3' (i/2+ V2,)z~2+ ~2

Denoting these by S and T respectively, we have now to show that the group

G generated by S and T consists of all the linear transformations contained

in (1) and (II).

It is evident that the fundamental region B of G may be taken to be the

triangle bounded by the three circles (see Fig. 4)

(x±i/3)2 + 2/2 = 4,

x2 + y2 = (v'3 + V2)2 (.+%=.).

It is further evident that G is contained within the group G' comprising all

the substitutions (I) and (II), and hence the fundamental region B' of G' may

be so chosen as to lie within B. It follows also from a general principle that

B' may be so selected as to have only vertices that are fixed points for substi-

tutions of the group. The mode of procedure would then be to write down the

general expressions for the xy-cobrdinates of a fixed point, and subject them to

the inequality conditions

(xd=v/3)2 + 2/2-4 Ë0,

ar'+jf-(l/S + i/2)* = <),

these being the conditions that the point (x, y) shall be within or on the bound-

ary of the triangle B. A somewhat lengthy analysis, but one that offers no

particular difficulty, shows that the only fixed points of G' satisfying these con-

ditions are the vertices of B itself [including the point z = i( i/3 + l/2)], and

that all the substitutions of G' having these points as fixed points can be

expressed as combinations of S and T.

Another form for the i7-groups may be obtained by writing a = 2a + ß,

b = ß, c = y + S, d = S for substitutions of the first type, and a = ß,

6= — 2a — ß, c = S, cZ= — 27 — S for those of the second type whence it is

seen that the n-group consists of all the transformations of the two types

a+ße       2(7+ Se)

. 7+0V     -a+ße2

a + ße    2(7 + o"e)

y— Se2       a — ße2

in which a, ß, y, S are integers subject to the condition

a2 + aß + ß2 - 2 ( 72 + 7S + S2 ) = 1.
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§ 2.   The multiplicative functions.

A function tf> ( f) having the property

(15) Hra)=,sW+W(r)
for all the substitutions of a given group, will be called a multiplicative func-

tion of degree d, with multipliers p,k. We shall consider only functions with-

out poles in the fundamental region.

To consider for the moment a more general case than the one under consider-

ation let the fundamental region be a circle-arc polygon entirely within the fixed

circle, whose vertices Ai are fixed points for elliptic substitutions of period L.

Every function cj> ( Ç) of given degree d will have a zero at Ai of an order not

less than a certain number X¿. There will also be a certain number X of simple

zeros within (or in special cases on the boundary of) the region. This number

is readily found to be *

X=±d(n-l)-l¿:d±2±,

in which n is the number of pairs of conjugate sides, and the summation relates

to the different cycles of vertices.

To determine the value of X;, take one of the vertices f = a of the ¿th cycle.

The elliptic substitution having a for fixed point may be written in the form

f'-fls         *p %-a
e '< -u-;,

r-a'

in which a' is the other fixed point. Let p,. be the multiplier corresponding to

this substitution. Following the method of PoiNCARÉf let a new function

yfr ( Ç) be defined by the relation

*(£)-(£_ c')^(f).
Then

(16) t(f')-A»i«r*</*t(t)-
Assuming

W-tA'(&)''

and substituting in (16) we find on equating the coefficients of the lowest powers

in both members,

(17) ft. = e»«**i+<*)"l,

* Cf. Forsyth, Theory of functions, § 307.

t Acta Mathematioa, vol. 1 (1882), p. 193.
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The degree d can be even, but cannot be odd for every group.

To show this, take the special case in which the fundamental region is a quad-

rilateral formed by two symmetrically situated triangles having like angles

7r/¿\(¿ = 1, 2, 3), and let the triangles have in common the side adjacent to

the angles tt/Z,, irfl3. Denote by Sx, S2, S3 the substitutions of periods

Z,, l2, ¿j having the vertices of one of the triangles of the quadrilateral for fixed

points.    Then S3 SXS2=1 and hence p,xp,2p,3 = l, from which follows,

±£i + *mQ    (mod. 2).
i=X li

Assume L = 2pi l\ in which l'. is odd and p. is a positive integer or zero.

Then the preceding relation becomes

^2c«+"«Z:+1Z;+2(2A. + d) = 2<"+"+p«-2c,
i

in which c is an integer, and the subscripts are to be reduced ( mod. 3 ) when

they exceed 3. It is evident from this formula that d can be odd only when

two of the exponents pi+x + pH2 are equal and are less than the third. Sup-

pose pi + p. = Pi + pk<Pj + pk. From this follows p. = pk> p.. Hence, the

degree d can be odd only when two of the exponents pi(i = l,2,Z) are equal,

and are greater than the third exponent.

In the case of the £-group, lx = l2 = 6, l3 = 2, and accordingly p, = p2 = p3 = 1.

Hence d cannot be odd.    Let d = 2m.    Then from (17)

p.i = e"(Ai+m)/3 (¿ = 1,2),

The simplest cases are:

(a) m = 1, A, = 1, A2 = A3 = 0 ; the function </>(£) has a simple zero at e,

(Fig. 4) * and at congruent points, and vanishes nowhere else.

(6) m = 1, X2 = 1, A, = A3 = 0 ; <p ( £) has a simple zero at e2 and at congru-

ent points.

(c) »i = 3,\l = X2=0,X3=0; (f>(Ç) has a simple zero at e3 and at con-

gruent points.

The three different functions corresponding to these cases will be denoted by

<f>x, <f>2, (j>3 respectively. It will be the object of the next section to prove that

these functions actually exist.

* This statement is used for brevity to mean that à ( Í ) has a zero at the point in the C-plane

which corresponds to the point ex by means of the transformation (11).
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§ 3.  Transformation of the theta functions.

The table of periods for ux, u2, u3 ( § 1 ) can be reduced in an infinity of ways

to the form
«11       »12        °

w2i    «a    °

0       0

0

0

0       0

and hence the theta functions having the moduli of table (3) can be reduced to

hyperelliptic theta functions in an infinity of different ways. A convenient

reduction of this kind is obtained thus. Let the theta function with arguments

zero be represented by the formula

(18)

in which

*

«n = 2a22 =

2  o«A.('»«+y«)(J»X+ííA)+ir< 2 V^+S^)
n-=l

L     J mx,m2,m

a = 7ria, — 2a12 = a13 = irib, a33 = rric.

Introducing new letters of summation nx, n2, n3 by means of the substitution

nx = mx,        n% = 2m2 — m3,

the right member of formula (18) becomes

*[* nf/2]<^U+y<2«>

in which the hyperelliptic theta functions have the moduli axx, aX2, a22 and the

elliptic theta functions have the modulus 2e, the arguments being zero in all

cases. We proceed now to determine the effect of the transformations 8 and

T, formulée (7) and (9) on the functions #[$ $](£)•

To the transformation S on f corresponds the transformation

1    -2

0        1

1    -2

0        4

1    0

0    0

0    0

2    1

on the theta moduli.    This leads to the relation
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l/l _ Ç-
â [-h + gx-2g2 + hx g2        l/n

L -9x + *9t -4g2+2hx + h2j^)

Vi-V
g-irttíl—<ílffa+8í2+2íl*l-4ía*l—Al # [S S]<°-

in which Ç" = eÇ.    The signs of the radicals are chosen so as to be alike when

r-o.
To T corresponds the transformation

2

0

-1    -1

-2-1

on the theta moduli and hence the relation

fonï      1     Agx + 2g2-2hx-h2 gx + g2-hx-h2\fr-,

{20)    VT-T    L      2a,-Ä,-A2 4g2-2hx-h2   \^)

in which

and

r-

l/2er-(e + e2)

i/i-r

(e+e^r-e2!/!

V2ef-(e + €2)

it SK

JE'=2a2 + 8a1a2+4a2-8a,A,-4^,A2-8a2Ä,-8a2A2+4Ä2 + 6A,A2+2Ä2+i.

The signs of the radicals are to be alike when Ç" = f.

For brevity we write

VI =T2  UaJ^      UaJ
Then by means of formulœ (19) and (20) it is easy to verify that the functions

<px, <p2, <p3 referred to at the end of the preceding section may be expressed in

the form

*-*B -*]•["* »]■
*-m: ;ms ¡m; »mi !]•
*-[: î]*[î ïmï î]*[t ím¡ «•[: ö
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It is necessary to show that these functions do not vanish identically. For

this purpose consider the value of the function *&[-| J] when f is zero. It

readily reduces to

ttri      -f=o TT'O,

Y e--2-(,,i-»)2+^-"iï-ni>.   v i

The last factor is evidently not zero.    By writing for brevity e * 3/72 = t, the

first series may be put in the form

t(l - tiS - tm) + ¿ [¿í24"-1)2 - t(Un+lTS1~\

n=l

+ ¿ [¿í24»+i>! - p**!*] + ¿25(i - e - tui)

l    V*   r^24n+5)2 _ ^(24>.+ ll)2-l     ,     V"* r^k-5)! _ ¿(24»+13)S "I _

n=l n=l

Since ¿18 = 0.02658 • ■ -, it follows that all the terms in this expression are posi-

tive, and hence the function does not vanish. Since the two factors <I> in tjx2 are

interchanged by 8, it follows that if one does not vanish identically, the other

does not. Similarly it may be proved that <f>x and tj>3 do not vanish identically.

Every multiplicative function (without poles) can be expressed as a product

of the functions tf>x, tp2, tp3 and functions of the form ac¡>\ -f bcb2, a, b being

constants. Every automorphic function belonging to the group can be expressed

in the form

A«.rÎT^

§ 4.   The z-group and its relation to the ternary quadratic form.

By comparison with the results of Fricke-Klein (Automorphe Functionen,

pp. 533-538) it is evident that the substitutions of the z-group (§ 1) correspond

to linear transformations of the ternary form 2a2 — zxz2 — 3»3 into itself. Not

all of the corresponding ternary substitutions have integer coefficients, but the

2-group is commensurable* with the group whose corresponding ternary substi-

tutions have integer coefficients. Denote the latter group by V. According

to the general theory f the substitutions of V are comprised in eight different

types, which, on account of the fact that p is even reduces to only four distinct

types, viz.,

* Two groups are said to be commensurable when they have a common invariant subgroup of

finite index under each.

t We use in what follows the notation and results of Fricke-Klein, loc. cit.
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a+bVQ cVS + dV2
2 2

— c i/3 +dV2       a — bV6

III

ai/6 + 6 cV2 + dV3~W 2~

-cV2 + dVl aVQ-b

II

a-i/S + bV2       c + di/6~2~ ~2~

-c+dVQ      aV^-bV2~2~ ~2~

IV

ax/2 + bVS       cV6 + d~2~ ~2~

-cj/6+d     aV2-bV3
2 2

in which a, b, c, d are integers subject to the conditions,

(1) that each determinant is unity, and

(2) that a, c are even for substitutions of types I and II, and o, d are even

for the other two types.

That the number of types is diminished by half when p is even is readily

shown as follows. Suppose p = 2irx p2, in which 7r,, p2 are relatively prime.

Then, corresponding to the division of p into the two factors 27r,, p2, we have

the type

a V 27Txrx + b Vp2r2   r— c V2irxr2 + d Vp2rx    ,-
9. ~  *  ix 9 *  í

- c V2ttx r2 + d V p2rx    ,—        aV 2irxrx — bV p2r2    <—
2 v ^ 2

the coefficients of which must satisfy the conditions

2vxrxqxa2 - p2r2qxV + 2tt xr 2q(? - p2rxq2d2 = 4,

a2irxqxrx m bp2qxr2 m c2irxq2r2 m dp2q2rx    (mod. 2).

Asp, q, r are relatively prime, p2, qx, r2, q2, rx are not divisible by 2 and

hence 6 and d are even. Write o = 26', d = 2d' and the above determinant

becomes

aVirxrx + b' V2p2r2    ,—       cVirxr2 +d'V2p2rx

V2 1/2
Vq2

- c V-Txr2 + d' V 2p2rx    ,—       aVirxrx — b'V2p2r2

V2 1/2

But these substitutions are the same as those of the type in which s = 2, and p
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is separated into two factors irl and 2p2, while q, r are factored in the same way

as before.    Also, the determinant of the one type reduces to that of the other.

The same line of argument may be followed when r is even. Hence, if p or

r is even the number of distinct types is = T T Tr.

Suppose now that condition (2) is removed, and let the enlarged group be

denoted by T. The z-group is then a subgroup of finite index under T consist-

ing of all the substitutions of types I and II. We will denote this group by

(I, II).    Similarly we define the subgroups (I, III), (I, IV).

The fundamental regions for these groups are shown in Fig. 4, in which

exe4e3e'4 is the fundamental region for r with exe4 conjugate to exe'4 and e3e'4

conjugate to e3e4; exe2e'2 is the fundamental region for (I, II) with exe2 and e3e2

conjugate to exe'2 and e3e2 respectively; exe5e3e'5 is the fundamental region for

(I, HI) with exe5, e'4e'5, e4e5 conjugate respectively to exe'h, e'te3, e4e3; and

finally, exe!ie3e':. is the fundamental region for (I, IV) with e,e5 and e3e'b conju-

gate to exe'5 and e3e5.

In all these groups the substitutions of type I form an invariant subgroup of

finite index which will be denoted by I. The fundamental region for I is

exese2e'2e'5, in which e3e2, exeb, e5e2 are conjugate to e3e2, exeb, e'5e'2. The group

I when represented by ^-substitutions evidently consists of all operations

formed by combinations of S and T in which S occurs an even number

of times. Hence the group I may be generated by S2, T, and STS-1.

Referring to section 2 it is easy to verify that, since 1 is of genus zero,

every function which is automorphic for the group is expressible rationally in

terms of (tpxjtp2)3. Functions belonging to Y are rational in t = tpl/tpfxtpl, and

those belonging toi, III are rational in i/V = tpHth3^3,. Finally, functions

belonging to (I, IV) are rational in i/t + c, in which c is a non-vanishing con-
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stant. To prove the last statement, let A, = <f>3 $2 and A2 be two particular mul-

tiplicative functions for the group (I, IV) such that every multiplicative function

having a single zero within the fundamental region is expressible in the form

a, A, + a2A2. Suppose A2 is that particular function which is 0* at e3 (Fig. 4).

Then <f>3 being a multiplicative function for V is expressible in the form

A2(a,A, + a2A2), in which a,, a2 are chosen so that the second factor is 04

at e5 and at points congruent to it in the group (I, IV). Solving the equation

A2 ( a. A, + a2 A2 ) = cf>3 for the ratio A, : A2 we find that it is expressible in the

form a + 6i/t + c, and hence, every function belonging to (I, IV) is rational

in terms of Vt + c, since it is rational in A2 : A,. Conversely, every function

which is rational in t, Vt, or Vt + c is automorphic in T, (I, III), or (I, IV)

respectively.

Cornell University,

June, 1904.


